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Noise theory is used to study the correlations of stationary Markovian fluctuations that are homogeneous and
isotropic in space. The relaxation of the fluctuations is modeled by the diffusion equation. The spatial corre-
lations of random fluctuations are modeled by the exponential decay. Based on these models, the temporal
correlations of random fluctuations, such as the correlation function and the power spectrum, are calculated.
We find that the diffusion process can give rise to the decay of the correlation function and a broad frequency
spectrum of random fluctuations. We also find that the transport coefficients may be estimated by the correla-
tion length and the correlation time. The theoretical results are compared with the observed plasma density
fluctuations from the tokamak and helimak experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fluctuation phenomena are important to many physical
systems, such as magnetically confined plasmas �1�. Various
methods have been developed for solving fluctuation prob-
lems �2–11�. In this paper, we treat random fluctuations as
noise and use noise theory �12,13� to study stationary Mar-
kovian fluctuations that are statistically homogeneous and
isotropic in space. This paper is an extension of the basic
formalism outlined in Ref. �14�. We have attempted to clarify
the theoretical argument of Ref. �14�, by including more de-
tails and by various other improvements. In particular the
formulas for the fluctuation spectra derived in Ref. �14� as-
suming time reversibility are shown here to be valid in gen-
eral. The comparison to experimental data is considerably
enlarged, including both more data and a more thorough
analysis of the data.

The paper is organized as follows. In Secs. I and II, we
review the main conclusions of noise theory �12–14� con-
cerning random fluctuations. In Sec. III, we use the diffusion
model to calculate the temporal correlations of random fluc-
tuations. In Sec. IV, we apply the convection-diffusion model
to the magnetized plasma fluctuations. In Sec. V, we compare
noise theory with the observed plasma density fluctuations
during a steady-state discharge.

Let us consider a system described by a set of macro-
scopic quantities a�t�= �an�t��, each of which is treated as a
stochastic process. The fluctuations are defined as ��t�
=a�t�− �a�t��, where �a�t�� are the equilibrium values of the
system, and �¯� denotes an ensemble average. By definition,
the fluctuations have zero mean value ��n�t��=0.

For stationary processes, the probability distributions gov-
erning the fluctuations are invariant under translations in
time, so that the temporal correlations between two times can
only depend on the time differences, �= t− t�. Hence we can
write the correlation function as

Cnm��� = ��n�t��m�t��� = ��n�t��m�t − ��� . �1�

For stationary processes, the real quantity �n�t� can be ex-
pressed as Fourier integrals,

�n�t� = 	
−�

� d�

2�
ei�t�n��� , �2�

where �=2�f , and �n��� denotes the Fourier transform of
�n�t�. The correlation function can then be written as

��n�t��m�t��� =	 d�

2�
	 d��

2�
ei��t−��t����n����m

� ����� ,

�3�

where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate.
For stationary processes, ��n�t��m�t��� should be a func-

tion only of �= t− t�. This immediately tells us that the en-
semble average ��n����m

� ����� must be proportional to a
delta function, ���−���. That is, we can write

��n����m
� ����� = Snm���2���� − ��� , �4�

where Snm��� is the power spectral density, also called the
power spectrum. Inserting Eq. �4� into Eq. �3�, we have

Cnm��� = 	
−�

� d�

2�
ei��Snm��� . �5�

Thus the power spectrum is equal to the Fourier transform of
the correlation function. That is, we can write

Snm��� = 	
−�

�

d�e−i��Cnm��� . �6�

Equation �5� or �6� state the Wiener-Khintchin theorem. We
next write Eq. �6� as

S��� = S+��� + S−��� , �7�

defining
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S+��� = 	
0

�

d�e−i��C��� , �8�

and

S−��� = 	
−�

0

d�e−i��C��� . �9�

Since C���=CT�−��, it follows from Eqs. �8� and �9� that

S−��� = S+
T���� = S+

T�− �� , �10�

where T denotes the transpose matrix. Thus Eq. �7� can be
rewritten as

S��� = S+��� + S+
�T��� . �11�

A Markov process is characterized by the conditional
probability P�� , t
�0
�, which measures the probability of
observing the value � at time t�0, given the initial pertur-
bation ��t=0�=�0. The conditional mean is defined by

���t��0 =	 d�P��,t
�0
�� , �12�

where �¯�0 denotes the conditional mean. For Markov pro-
cesses, the relaxation of the conditional mean can be de-
scribed by �12�

�

�t
��n�t��0 = − �

m

	nm��m�t��0, �13�

where � is called the response matrix. The formal solution
of Eq. �13� is given by

���t��0 = e−�t · �0, for t � 0. �14�

It follows from the Markovian relaxation Eq. �13� that the
correlation function takes the form

C��� = e−�� · C�� = 0�, for � � 0. �15�

Inserting Eq. �15� into Eq. �8�, we obtain the formal expres-
sion

S+��� = �� + i�I�−1 · C�� = 0� �16�

or

�� + i�I� · S+��� = C�� = 0� , �17�

where I is the unit matrix. Thus the power spectrum Eq. �11�
is known in terms of the response matrix � and the single-
time correlations C��=0�.

II. SPACE-TIME CORRELATIONS

In the turbulent state, the system is irregular in both space
and time. Therefore we need to study both spatial and tem-
poral correlations of random fluctuations. For homogeneous
statistics, the probability distributions governing the fluctua-
tions are invariant under translations in space, so that the
spatial correlations between two points can only depend on
the spatial coordinate differences, r=x−x�.

In this paper, we consider the fluctuations in a single
quantity at different spatial points, ��x , t�. Thus the discrete
index n in the formalism corresponds to the spatial coordi-
nate x. For instance, the fluctuations �n�t�→��x , t�.

Another change in the formalism is that for homogeneous
statistics, the matrix products become convolution integrals.
For instance, the relaxation of the conditional mean Eq. �13�
becomes

�

�t
���x,t��0 +	 d3x�	�x − x�����x�,t��0 = 0. �18�

Let us consider stationary and homogeneous statistics.
The definition of the correlation function Eq. �1� then be-
comes

C�r,�� = ���x,t���x�,t��� . �19�

Similarly, the definition of the power spectrum Eq. �4� be-
comes

���x,�����x�,���� = S�r,��2���� − ��� , �20�

where ��x ,�� denotes the temporal Fourier transform of
��x , t�. In view of Eqs. �5� and �6�, we have the Wiener-
Khintchin theorem:

C�r,�� = 	
−�

� d�

2�
ei��S�r,�� �21�

and

S�r,�� = 	
−�

�

d�e−i��C�r,�� . �22�

Note that the variance, i.e., the mean square value of the
fluctuations, is given by

C�r = 0, � = 0� = ��2� = 
2, �23�

where 
 is the standard deviation. It follows from Eq. �21�
that the fluctuation energy is given by

��2� = 	
−�

� d�

2�
S�r = 0,�� = 	

−�

�

dfS�f� . �24�

It is clear that the autopower spectral density S�r=0,�� in-
dicates the frequency distribution of the fluctuation energy,
and S�f�df specifies the fluctuation power in the frequency
interval df .

For homogeneous statistics, the fluctuating quantity
��x , t� may be written as Fourier integrals,

��x,t� =	 d3k

�2��3eik·x��k,t� , �25�

where k is the wave vector, and ��k , t� denotes the spatial
Fourier transform of ��x , t�. The statistical stationarity and
homogeneity of the fluctuations require that ���x , t���x� , t���
be a function only of r=x−x� and �= t− t�. This immediately
tells us that the ensemble average ���k , t����k� , t��� must be
proportional to a delta function, �3�k−k��. That is, we can
write
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���k,t����k�,t��� = C�k,���2��3�3�k − k�� , �26�

where C�k ,�� is called the wave-number spectrum. Note that
C�k ,�=0� is real, by definition. The correlation function can
then be expressed as

C�r,�� =	 d3k

�2��3eik·rC�k,�� . �27�

Thus C�k ,�� is equal to the spatial Fourier transform of the
correlation function.

Similarly, if we let ��k ,�� denote the space-time Fourier
transform of ��x , t�, then the ensemble average
���k ,�����k� ,���� must be proportional to the delta func-
tions, �3�k−k�����−���. That is, we can write

���k,�����k�,���� = S�k,���2��4�3�k − k����� − ��� ,

�28�

where S�k ,�� is called the wave-number-frequency spec-
trum. Note that S�k ,�� is real, by definition. The correlation
function can then be written as

C�r,�� = 	
−�

� d�

2�
ei��	 d3k

�2��3eik·rS�k,�� . �29�

Thus S�k ,�� is equal to the space-time Fourier transforms of
the correlation function.

Comparing Eq. �21� with Eq. �29�, we see that

S�r,�� =	 d3k

�2��3eik·rS�k,�� . �30�

Thus S�k ,�� is equal to the spatial Fourier transform of the
power spectrum. In particular, the autopower spectrum is
given by

S�r = 0,�� =	 d3k

�2��3S�k,�� . �31�

Comparing Eq. �27� with Eq. �29�, we see that

C�k,�� = 	
−�

� d�

2�
ei��S�k,�� . �32�

Thus S�k ,�� is equal to the temporal Fourier transform of
C�k ,��. Note that Eq. �32� is the spatial Fourier transform of
the Wiener-Khintchin theorem Eq. �21�. It follows from Eq.
�32� that S�k ,�� must satisfy the condition

C�k,� = 0� = 	
−�

� d�

2�
S�k,�� . �33�

In view of Eq. �7�, we next write Eq. �22� as

S�r,�� = S+�r,�� + S−�r,�� , �34�

defining

S+�r,�� = 	
0

�

d�e−i��C�r,�� , �35�

and

S−�r,�� = 	
−�

0

d�e−i��C�r,�� . �36�

The spatial Fourier transform of Eq. �34� gives

S�k,�� = S+�k,�� + S−�k,�� , �37�

where S+�k ,�� and S−�k ,�� denote the spatial Fourier trans-
forms of S+�r ,�� and S−�r ,��, respectively. It follows from
Eq. �35� that

S+�k,�� =	 d3re−ik·r	
0

�

d�e−i��C�r,�� . �38�

Note that the transpose matrix corresponds to the transpose
on x and x�. For instance, ST���→Smn���→S�x� ,x ,��
=S�−r ,��. Thus for homogeneous statistics, Eq. �10� implies
that

S−�r,�� = S+�− r,− �� . �39�

The spatial Fourier transform of Eq. �39� then gives

S−�k,�� = S+�− k,− �� = S+
��k,�� . �40�

Thus Eq. �37� can be rewritten as

S�k,�� = 2 Re S+�k,�� , �41�

where Re indicates taking the real part.
Finally, we derive the fluctuation spectra based on the

Markovian relaxation Eq. �18�. For homogeneous statistics,
Eq. �17� becomes

	 d3x��	�x − x�� + i���x − x���S+�x� − x�,��

= C�x − x�, � = 0� . �42�

The spatial Fourier transform of the convolution integral Eq.
�42� then gives

S+�k,�� =
C�k,� = 0�
	�k� + i�

, �43�

where 	�k� denotes the spatial Fourier transform of 	�r�.
Inserting Eq. �43� into Eq. �41�, we obtain the wave-number-
frequency spectrum

S�k,�� = 2 Re�C�k,� = 0�
	�k� + i�

 . �44�

Thus S�k ,�� is known in terms of 	�k� and C�k ,�=0�. In
general, 	�k� is complex. If we write 	�k�=	r�k�− i	i�k�,
then Eq. �44� becomes

S�k,�� = C�k,� = 0�
2	r�k�

	r
2�k� + �� − 	i�k��2 . �45�

Thus the frequency dependence of S�k ,�� takes the Lorent-
zian form. Equation �45� shows that the imaginary part of
	�k� shifts the maximum of the spectra away from zero fre-
quency.
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III. DIFFUSION MODEL

For physical systems with diffusion response to random
fluctuations, the relaxation of the conditional mean is mod-
eled by the diffusion equation �12�

�

�t
���x,t��0 = D�2���x,t��0, �46�

where D is the effective diffusion coefficient. Comparing Eq.
�46� with Eq. �18�, we obtain the diffusion response function

	�r� = − D�2��r� . �47�

The spatial Fourier transform of Eq. �47� then gives

	�k� = Dk2, �48�

where k= 
k
 is the magnitude of the wave vector.
For isotropic statistics, the probability distributions gov-

erning the fluctuations are invariant under rotations in space,
so that the spatial correlations between two points can only
depend on the separation distance, r= 
r
. As a result, the
spatial Fourier transforms of the correlations can only de-
pend on the magnitude of the wave vector, k= 
k
.

Let us consider homogeneous and isotropic statistics. Us-
ing Eq. �48� we can write the wave-number-frequency spec-
trum Eq. �44� as

S�k,�� = C�k,� = 0�
2Dk2

�Dk2�2 + �2 . �49�

The inverse temporal Fourier transform of Eq. �49� then
gives the wave-number spectrum

C�k,�� = C�k,� = 0�e−k2D
�
. �50�

Thus the wave-number dependence of C�k ,�� takes the
Gaussian form. Inserting Eq. �49� into Eq. �31�, we obtain
the autopower spectrum

S�r = 0,�� =	 d3k

�2��3C�k,� = 0�
2Dk2

D2k4 + �2 . �51�

The theory and experiment show that the spatial correla-
tions of fluctuations can be approximated by an exponential
decay �15–18�. Hence we assume that the spatial correlations
of isotropic fluctuations take the form

���x,t���x�,t�� = C�r,� = 0� = ��2�e−
r
/�c, �52�

where �c is the correlation length. Note that the slope of the
exponential decay is discontinuous at r=0. The slope discon-
tinuity reflects inability of the exponential decay to resolve
fine structure at the origin �15�.

For isotropic statistics, the mean square value of the fluc-
tuations can be written as

��2� =	 d3k

�2��3C�k,� = 0� = 	
0

�

dkE�k� , �53�

where E�k� is called the energy spectrum. It is clear that the
energy spectrum indicates the distribution of the fluctuation
energy over different length scales, and E�k�dk specifies the
fluctuation power in the wave-number interval dk.

It follows from Eq. �53� that the spatial Fourier transforms
of Eq. �52� give the energy spectra of the exponential decay
�19�. In three dimensions, the energy spectrum is given by

E�k� =
4�k2

�2��3C�k,� = 0� = ��2�
4

�

k2�c
3

�1 + k2�c
2�2 . �54�

In two dimensions, the energy spectrum is given by

E�k� =
2�k

�2��2C�k,� = 0� = ��2�
k�c

2

�1 + k2�c
2�3/2 . �55�

In one dimension, the energy spectrum is given by

E�k� =
2

2�
C�k,� = 0� = ��2�

2

�

�c

1 + k2�c
2 . �56�

As shown in Fig. 1, the energy spectra of the exponential
decay have the following key features. At small wave num-
bers k�c�1, the one-dimensional �1D� energy spectrum Eq.
�56� becomes flat, while the 3D energy spectrum Eq. �54�
drops to zero. At large wave numbers k�c�1, the energy
spectra become parallel to each other, and the 1D energy
spectrum is on the left side of the 3D energy spectrum. The
2D energy spectrum Eq. �55� is in between of the 1D and 3D
energy spectra. The wave-number dependence of E�k� at
large wave numbers can be obtained from Eqs. �54�–�56�.
We find that for k�c�2�, regardless of spatial dimensions,
the energy spectra of the exponential decay are proportional
to the inverse square of wave number:

E�k�  k−2. �57�

Since the fluctuation wavelengths of interest are not expected
to be infinite, we may introduce a cutoff wave number for the
lower limit of the k integrals. On the other hand, for inho-
mogeneous systems that have gradients in the equilibrium
profiles, we exclude very long wavelengths, so that the re-
sulting small-scale fluctuations do not see the variation of the
background profiles. The exact cutoff should be given by the
diagnostics of the experiments.

The correlation length is often shorter than the length
scales of the equilibrium profile gradients. Hence the cutoff
wave number is approximated by the minimum wave num-
ber of the inertial range:

0.1 0.5 1 5 10 50 100
kΛc

0.0001

0.001

0.01

0.1

1

E�k���Σ2Λc�

FIG. 1. Comparison of 1D energy spectrum �dashed line�, 2D
energy spectrum �dotted line�, and 3D energy spectrum �solid line�.
The energy spectrum E�k� is normalized by the variance 
2 and the
correlation length �c.
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kc =
2�

�c
. �58�

Since the longest wavelength of the inertial range corre-
sponds to the length scale at which the fluctuation energy is
introduced, our approximations imply that the mean square
value of small-scale fluctuations is determined by the wave-
lengths that are shorter than the correlation length. Hence the
fluctuation energy Eq. �53� is approximated by

��2� =	 d3k

�2��3C�k,� = 0� � 	
kc

�

dkE�k� . �59�

It follows that the autopower spectrum Eq. �51� becomes

S�r = 0,�� = 	
kc

�

dkE�k�
2Dk2

D2k4 + �2 , �60�

so that the condition Eq. �24� is satisfied.
The proportionality constant of Eq. �57� is then obtained

from the condition Eq. �59�. Thus for k�kc, regardless of
spatial dimensions, we have

E�k� = ��2�
kc

k2 . �61�

Inserting Eq. �61� into Eq. �60�, we obtain the autopower
spectrum

S�r = 0,�� = ��2�	
kc

�

dk
2kcD

D2k4 + �2 . �62�

Equation �62� shows that many large wave numbers, i.e.,
short wavelengths, contribute to the fluctuation power S�f�df
in the frequency interval df .

The diffusion coefficient may be written in the random
walk form with the correlation length �c as the step size of
the random walk:

D =
�d

kc
2 =

fd�c
2

2�
, �63�

where the step frequency of the random walk, �d=2�fd, is
called the diffusion frequency.

If we normalize the frequency and wave number accord-
ing to �=� /�d= f / fd and q=k /kc, then Dk2=q2�d and Eq.
�62� becomes

S���/��2� =
2

�d
	

1

� dq

q4 + �2 =
2

3�d
H�− �2� �64�

or

S�r = 0,�� =
2��2�
3�d

H�− �2/�d
2� , �65�

where H�−�2� represents the hypergeometric function

2F1�3

4
,1;

7

4
;− �2� = 1 −

3

7
�2 +

3

11
�4

¯ . �66�

Equation �65� is called the diffusion spectrum and it
has a finite maximum at zero frequency: Smax=S��=0�

=2��2� / �3�d�. For 
�
�2, H�−�2��
�
−1.1. That is, in the
positive frequency range f �2fd, the diffusion spectrum
S�f� f−1.1. Thus we obtain the well-known 1 / f noise fre-
quency spectrum �5�.

The inverse Fourier transform of the autopower spectrum
Eq. �65� then gives the autocorrelation function

C�r = 0,��/��2� = e−
�
�d − ��
�
�d erfc��
�
�d� , �67�

where the complementary error function, erfc�z�=1−erf�z�,
and erf�z� is the error function. Equation �67� is called the
diffusion decay. Note that the slope of the diffusion decay at
�=0 is infinite and discontinuous. The slope discontinuity
reflects inability of the Markovian relaxation to resolve fine
structure at the origin �12�.

The correlation time of the diffusion decay Eq. �67� is
given by

�c = 	
0

�

d�C�r = 0,��/��2� =
1

3�d
=

1

6�fd
. �68�

The decay of the autocorrelation function Eq. �67� can be
characterized by the correlation time, where C��c��0.3��2�.
Since the power spectrum is the Fourier transform of the
correlation function, the decay rate of the autocorrelation
function, i.e., the reciprocal of the correlation time, indicates
the width of the autopower spectrum ��=1 /�c=3�d at the
height S�����0.3Smax. Thus the diffusion frequency �d is a
measure of the decay rate, i.e., the spectrum width.

Using Eq. �68� we can rewrite the transport coefficient
Eq. �63� as

D =
fd�c

2

2�
=

�c
2

12�2�c
. �69�

Equation �69� shows that the observations of longer correla-
tion lengths or shorter correlation times imply larger trans-
port coefficients. Thus the fluctuation and dissipation are re-
lated to each other through the random walk formula.

The experiments observe that often the correlation func-
tions not only decay but also oscillate at a nearly constant
frequency �18�. Note that the oscillations are not driven ex-
ternally, since the amplitude of oscillations decays. The regu-
lar oscillations suggest that there is a dominant frequency in
the temporal correlations. Hence the oscillating decay of the

-1.5 -1 -0.5 0.5 1 1.5
ΤΩd

-0.2

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1
C�Τ��Σ2

FIG. 2. Comparison of the diffusion decay Eq. �67� �dashed
line� and the oscillating decay Eq. �70� with Q=6 �solid line�. The
autocorrelation function C��� is normalized by the variance 
2.
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autocorrelation function is simply modeled by a cosine func-
tion times the diffusion decay Eq. �67�. That is, we write the
autocorrelation function as

C��� = ��2�cos��0���e−
�
�d − ��
�
�d erfc��
�
�d�� ,

�70�

where �0=2�f0 is a constant, and f0 is the oscillation fre-
quency. The ratio of the oscillation frequency f0 to the decay
rate fd may be defined as the quality factor of fluctuations

Q =
�0

�d
=

f0

fd
. �71�

As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, the decay of the autocorrelation
function becomes oscillatory for nonzero Q value, and the
diffusion decay Eq. �67� is the case for Eq. �70� with Q=0.

The Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function Eq.
�70� then gives the autopower spectrum

2S��� =
2��2�
3�d

�H�− �� + �0�2/�d
2� + H�− �� − �0�2/�d

2�� .

�72�

Thus �0 is also the peak frequency of the spectrum. As
shown in Figs. 4 and 5, the peak of the spectra is shifted
away from zero frequency for nonzero Q value, and the dif-
fusion spectrum Eq. �65� is the case for Eq. �72� with Q=0.

Since the autopower spectrum is even in �, it follows
from Eq. �24� that the fluctuation power can be expressed as

��2� = 2	
0

�

dfS�f� = 	
0

�

dfG�f� , �73�

where G�f�=2S�f� is the frequency spectrum usually mea-
sured in the experiments. Note that the spectral density G�f�
is defined to only have positive frequencies. It is clear that
the autopower spectrum has units of power per frequency,
here the power refers to the units of ��2�. Using Eq. �72� we
obtain the frequency spectrum

G�f� =
��2�
3�fd

�H�− �f + f0�2/fd
2� + H�− �f − f0�2/fd

2�� .

�74�

Note that the cutoff wavelength, i.e., the correlation length,
�c does not enter the final results of the autocorrelations.

IV. CONVECTION-DIFFUSION MODEL

For a wide variety of physical situations, the relaxation of
fluctuations involves a combination of fluid motion and dif-
fusion. Hence the evolution of the conditional mean is mod-
eled by the convection-diffusion equation �12�,

�

�t
���x,t��0 + U · ����x,t��0 = D�2���x,t��0, �75�

where U is the effective flow velocity.
Comparing Eq. �75� with Eq. �18�, we obtain the

convection-diffusion response function

	�r� = − D�2��r� − U · ���r� . �76�

The Fourier transform of Eq. �76� then gives

	�k� = Dk2 − ik · U . �77�

Note that in the convection-diffusion model 	�k� is complex
and anisotropy enters through its imaginary part. Inserting
Eq. �77� into Eq. �44�, we obtain the wave-number-frequency
spectrum
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FIG. 3. �Color online� The surface plot of normalized autocor-
relation function C��� /
2 as a function of normalized time differ-
ences ��d and the quality factor Q.
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FIG. 4. Comparison of the diffusion spectrum Eq. �65� �dashed
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S�k,�� = C�k,� = 0�
2Dk2

D2k4 + �� − k · U�2 . �78�

Note that the Lorentzian form of S�k ,�� satisfies the condi-
tion Eq. �33�.

We next apply the convection-diffusion model to the fluc-
tuations in the magnetized plasma. Because of the strong
magnetic fields, the relaxation of the fluctuations is aniso-
tropic in the magnetized plasma. We expect that fluid motion
is the dominant transport along the magnetic field, while dif-
fusion is the dominant transport in the two dimensions per-
pendicular to the magnetic field. Hence we write Eq. �75� as

�

�t
���x,t��0 + U������x,t��0 = D���

2 ���x,t��0, �79�

where U� is the effective flow velocity along the magnetic
field, and D� represents the effective diffusion perpendicular
to the magnetic field. Then Eq. �77� becomes

	�k� = D�k�
2 − ik�U� . �80�

Consequently the wave-number-frequency spectrum Eq. �78�
becomes

S�k,�� = C�k,� = 0�
2D�k�

2

D�
2 k�

4 + �� − k�U��2 . �81�

In the magnetized plasma, the parallel correlation length �c�

is much longer than the perpendicular correlation length �c�.
Hence we assume that the spatial correlations of the fluctua-
tions take the form

C�r,� = 0� = ��2�e−
r�
/�c� cos�k0r�� , �82�

where the constant k0 indicates a dominant parallel wave
number. It follows from Eqs. �81� and �82� that the auto-
power spectrum Eq. �31� becomes

S��� = 	
−�

�

dk�

1

2
���k� − k0� + ��k� + k0��	 d2k�

�2��2

�C�k�,� = 0�
2D�k�

2

D�
2 k�

4 + �� − k�U��2 , �83�

where C�k� ,�=0� is the Fourier transform of the exponential
decay. Since the plasma equilibrium profiles are not uniform
in the perpendicular directions, we introduce the cutoff wave
number for the perpendicular diffusion. Then Eq. �83� be-
comes

S��� =
1

2
	

kc�

�

dk�E�k��� 2D�k�
2

D�
2 k�

4 + �� + �0�2

+
2D�k�

2

D�
2 k�

4 + �� − �0�2 , �84�

where �0=k0U� is the spectrum peak frequency, and the en-
ergy spectrum of the exponential decay E�k�� is given by
Eq. �61�. In view of Eqs. �60� and �65�, we see that Eq. �84�
gives the shifted autopower spectrum Eq. �72�, which is ob-
tained by assuming that there is a dominant frequency �0 in
the autocorrelation function.

V. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

During a steady-state plasma discharge, the fluctuations in
the magnetized plasma usually have the following properties
�17,20�: the time series of the signals are nearly random, the
statistics of the fluctuations are roughly homogeneous and
isotropic in the two dimensions perpendicular to the strong
magnetic field, and the correlation length is shorter than the
length scales of the background density and temperature gra-
dients. Hence we may use Eqs. �70� and �74� to explain the
shape and height of the experimental autocorrelations. To
compare the theory with experiments, we use the measured
variance 
2 and the observed peak �oscillation� frequency f0,
and choose the value of the diffusion frequency fd, such that
the theoretical curves fit the overall shape of the experimen-
tal data. Here the fluctuation � is normalized by the equilib-
rium value, so that the root mean square value ���2� repre-
sents the relative fluctuation amplitude.

As shown in Fig. 6, the theory is compared to the ob-
served plasma density fluctuations in the edge of the Texas
experimental tokamak �21�. The time series data were taken
from deuterium discharge 230 000 at minor radius 27.5 cm,
where the limiter was located. From the experimental data,
one can obtain the fluctuation amplitude ���2��0.24 and
the peak frequency f0�8 kHz. To fit the experimental data,
we choose fd�5.3 kHz for the diffusion frequency. Thus the
quality factor Q= f0 / fd�1.5, the correlation time �c
=1 / �6�fd��0.01 ms, and the spectrum width �f =3fd

�16 kHz. The perpendicular correlation length �c� near the
limiter was about 3 cm �17�. Thus we estimate the local
perpendicular diffusion coefficient D�= fd�c�

2 / �2��
�0.76 m2 /s. Note that the deviations of the experimental
data from the theoretical curve probably reflect experimental
fluctuations that do not completely satisfy the assumptions of
statistical homogeneity and isotropy.

To demonstrate the common features of random fluctua-
tions, we also compare the theory with the observed plasma
density fluctuations from helimak experiments �18�. The time
series data in Figs. 7 and 8 were taken from argon discharge
508 020 092 at the radial position r=110 cm, where the
plasma equilibrium profiles have gradual gradients. From the
experimental data, one can obtain the fluctuation amplitude
���2��0.23 and the peak �oscillation� frequency f0

�1410 Hz. To fit the experimental data, we choose fd
�90 Hz for the diffusion frequency. Thus the quality factor
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0.015
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0.025

G�f��Σ2�1�kHz�

FIG. 6. Comparison of the autopower spectrum. The dots rep-
resent the data of the tokamak plasma density fluctuations. The
curve is given by Eq. �74�. The autopower spectrum G�f� is nor-
malized by the variance 
2.
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Q= f0 / fd�16, the correlation time �c=1 / �6�fd��0.6 ms,
and the spectrum width �f =3fd�270 Hz. In the low mag-
netic field side, the perpendicular correlation length �c�

�10 cm. Thus we estimate the local perpendicular diffusion
coefficient D�= fd�c�

2 / �2���0.14 m2 /s. Note that similar
comparison has been done in Ref. �14� for the autocorrela-
tion data at the radial position r=106 cm.

As shown in Figs. 7 and 8, the temporal correlations of
random fluctuations have the following key features. The
autocorrelation function has a fast decay in the small � re-
gion and a slower decay in the large � region. Since the
power spectrum is the Fourier transform of the correlation
function, the corresponding autopower spectrum has a long
tail in the high frequency region and a narrow maximum
near the peak frequency. Note that one often fits the envelope
of the autocorrelation function to a simple exponential decay
and approximates the shape of the autopower spectrum by
the Lorentzian, i.e., the Fourier transform of an exponential
decay. We emphasize that they do not fit the experimental
data as well as this noise calculation.

The experiments also observe that the spectral character-
istics of plasma density fluctuations depend on the radial
positions. As shown in Table I, the correlation times become
shorter, in other words, the frequency spectra become wider,
when the radial positions move to the edge of the plasma.
Presumably the correlation length is constant in this local
region. Thus the random walk formula Eq. �69� immediately
tells us that the transport coefficients should increase toward
the edge of the plasma, as observed in the experiments �1�.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Using noise theory, we have calculated the temporal and
spatial correlations of stationary Markovian fluctuations that
are statistically homogeneous and isotropic.

In Sec. I, we have reviewed the Wiener-Khintchin theo-
rem and obtained the discrete-index formulas of the power
spectra. In Sec. II, we have introduced the following statis-
tical quantities: the correlation function, the power spectrum,
the wave-number spectrum, and the wave-number-frequency
spectrum. Using the discrete-index formulas, we have de-
rived the general formulas of the wave-number-frequency
spectra, which are the essential tools of our theory.

In Sec. III, we have used the diffusion equation to model
the Markovian relaxation of fluctuations. For physical sys-
tems with finite correlation lengths, the spatial correlations
are modeled by the exponential decay. It is found that the
energy spectra of the exponential decay are proportional to
k−2 in the large wave-number range. Assuming that the mean
square value of small-scale fluctuations are determined by
the wavelengths shorter than the correlation length, we have
obtained the analytic results of the autopower spectrum and
the autocorrelation function. The results are independent of
spatial dimensions. We have found that the diffusion process
can give rise to the decay of the correlation function and a
broad frequency spectrum of random fluctuations, such as
the 1 / f noise spectrum. In the diffusion model, the auto-
power spectrum has a single peak at zero frequency and the
autocorrelation function purely decays away. We have also
found that the transport coefficients may be estimated by the
correlation length and the correlation time. Assuming that
there is a dominant frequency in the temporal correlations,
the oscillating decay of the autocorrelation function is mod-
eled by a cosine function times the decay due to diffusion. As
a consequence, the maximum of the corresponding auto-
power spectrum is shifted from zero frequency to the domi-
nant frequency.

In Sec. IV, we have used the convection-diffusion equa-
tion to describe the relaxation of fluctuations that involves
fluid motion and diffusion. We have shown that the product
of the wave number and the flow velocity can shift the peak
of the spectra away from zero frequency.

In Sec. V, we have investigated the applications of noise
theory to plasma fluctuations. The theory has been compared
with plasma density fluctuations from the tokamak and heli-
mak experiments. The quantitative comparisons show that
the theory can predict the shape of the autocorrelations of the
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FIG. 7. Comparison of the autocorrelation function. The dots
represent the data of the helimak plasma density fluctuations. The
curve is given by Eq. �70�. The autocorrelation function C��� is
normalized by the variance 
2.
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FIG. 8. Comparison of the square root of the autopower spec-
trum. The dots represent the data of the helimak plasma density
fluctuations. The curve is given by the square root of Eq. �74�. The
autopower spectrum G�f� is normalized by the variance 
2.

TABLE I. The observed fluctuation amplitude ���2�, the ob-
served peak �oscillation� frequency f0, the diffusion frequency fd,
and the correlation time �c of the helimak plasma density fluctua-
tions at different radial positions r.

r �cm� ���2� f0 �Hz� fd �Hz� �c �ms�

114 0.33 1410 90 0.6

118 0.38 1410 110 0.5

122 0.31 1410 160 0.3
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observed fluctuations over a broad range of frequencies and
time scales. The theory can also relate the amplitude of the
frequency spectra to spectral characteristics, such as correla-
tion times. In particular, we have shown that the transport
coefficients are proportional to the width of the fluctuation
spectra.
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